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ON THE LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR SCHRO¨DINGER
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ALEXANDRE MARTIN
ABSTRACT. We prove a Limiting Absorption Principle for Schro¨dinger operators in tubes
about infinite curves embedded in the Euclidian space with different types of boundary
conditions. The argument is based on the Mourre theory with conjugate operators different
from the generator of dilations which is usually used in this case, and permits to prove a
Limiting Absorption Principle for Schro¨dinger operators in singular waveguides.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to prove a limiting absorption principle for a certain class of
Schro¨dinger operators on a waveguide and to study the nature of their essential spectrum.
To do this, we will use a general technique due to E. Mourre [Mou81] which involves a
local version of the positive commutator method due to C.R. Putnam [Put56, Put67]. If we
want to use this theory to prove a limiting absorption principle for a self-adjoint operator
H , the idea is to search for a second operator A, which is taken in general self-adjoint,
such that H is regular with respect to A in a certain sense and such that H satisfies the
Mourre estimate on a set I in the following sense
EpIqrH, iAsEpIq ě c0EpIq `K
where EpIq is the spectral measure ofH on I , c0 ą 0 andK is a compact operator.
1
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Let n P N, n ě 2 and Σ Ă Rn´1 an open bounded set. Consider the straight tube
Ω “ R ˆ Σ. In this article, we will study many types of boundary conditions, mainly the
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. Thus we will suppose that the boundary ofΣ is of class
C1, but in certain cases, this assumption is not necessary (for Dirichlet boundary conditions
for example). When we want to apply the Mourre theory to Schro¨dinger operators on
waveguides, we usually used the following operator
A “ AyD b 1Σ “
yBy ` Byy
2i
,
with domain C8c pΩq.
This operator is a generator of dilations only in the unbounded direction of the waveguide.
We can easily show that this operator is essentially self-adjoint, that, if∆ is a Laplacian on
the waveguide (with Dirichlet, Neumann, Robin boundary conditions), ∆ P C8pAq and
that, if V is the operator of multiplication by a function of classC1 then rV, iAs “ ´qyByV
(see [Ben98, DDI98, DDI99, KTdA04]).
Using this conjugate operator for the Dirichlet Laplacian, we can see the following
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 2.16 de [KTdA04]). Let Σ an open bounded connected set of
Rn´1, n ě 2, and denote by T the set of eigenvalues of∆ΣD, the Dirichlet Laplacian on Σ.
Let Ω “ R ˆ Σ and H “ ∆D ` V on L
2pΩq with Dirichlet conditions on the boundary
and with V the operator of multiplication by a real function. Assume that V satisfy the
following:
‚ V P L8pΩq;
‚ lim
RÑ8
sup
xPpRzr´R,RsqˆΣ
|V pxq| “ 0;
‚ There is θ ą 0 andC ą 0 such that |ByV pxq| ď Cp1`y
2q´
1`θ
2 ,@x “ py, σq P Ω.
Alors
(i) σesspHq “ rκ,8q with κ “ inf T ;
(ii) σscpHq “ H;
(iii) σppHq Y T is closed and countable.
(iv) σppHqzT is composed of finitely degenerated eigenvalues, which can accumulate at
the points of T only;
(v) The limit Rpλ ˘ i0q “ w*-lim
µÑ0
Rpλ ˘ iµq exists, locally uniformly in λ P pκ,8qzT
outside of the eigenvalues of H , with Rpzq “ pH ´ zq´1.
A similar result can be proved with Neumann boudary conditions by taking T the set of
eigenvalues of the Neumann Laplacian on Σ. In this case, κ “ 0.
In this article, we will study different types of conjugate operators to prove a Limiting
Absorption principle. In section 2, we will see why a generator of dilations in all directions
does not seem to be a good choice of conjugate operator to use the Mourre theory. In
section 3, we will see how the choice of a conjugate operator with decay in the momentum
variable permits to use the Mourre theory for Schro¨dinger operators on curved waveguide
with singular potential when we want to prove a Limiting Absorption Principle far from
thresholds. We will also see how to prove a Limiting Absorption Principle near thresholds.
2. A GENERATOR OF DILATIONS IN ALL DIRECTIONS
As it was said in the introduction, the use of a generator of dilations A only in the un-
bounded direction of the waveguide cause a problem near the eigenvalues of the Laplacian
on Σ. We can think that this problem is due to the fact that, in the commutator between
3the Laplacian and A, the Laplacian does not appear in its entirely. An idea to solve that
may be to take as conjugate operator a generator of dilations in all directions, like it is the
case for Schro¨dinger operators on the Euclidian space. Here we will see that this choice of
conjugate operator seems to be a bad choice.
2.1. Results. Let Σ be an open bounded connected set of Rn´1 such that 0 P Σ, with a
sufficiently regular boundary (we can suppose that the boundary is of class C1 for exam-
ple). LetΩ “ RˆΣ be a waveguide. We consider the operatorA0 “ ´i2
´1px ¨∇`∇ ¨xq
the generator of dilations in all directions with domain DpA0q “ C
8
c pΩq. Now we will
give some properties of this operator and its relation with Dirichlet, Neumann and Robin
Laplacians.
Proposition 2.1. (1) A0 is a symmetric operator without self-adjoint extensions;
(2) Neumann and Robin Laplacians are not of class C1pA¯0q;
(3) Dirichlet Laplacian is of class C1pA¯0q but not of class C
1
upA¯0q. Moreover, if
we denote pλkqkPN˚ eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian on Σ, numbered in
ascending order, then for all k P N˚, if I Ăsλk, λk`1r and |I| ď inf
1ďjďk
λj`1´λj ,
then the Mourre estimate is true on I with A¯0 as conjugate operator.
Thus we can not use the Mourre theory for Neumann and Robin Laplacian. We can more-
over remark that, in certain case, theMourre estimate is satisfied for the Dirichlet Laplacian
for intervals I with size larger than inf
1ďkďn
λk`1 ´ λk. For example, if Σ “ r´1, 1s, this
assumption on the size of I can be replaced by |I| ď inf
1ďkďn´1
λk`2 ´ λk .
Now we will show the different results.
To begin, we will prove that A0 is symmetric. Let f, g P DpA0q. we have:
pf,A0gq “
ˆ
f,
x ¨∇`∇ ¨ x
2i
g
˙
“ ´
ˆ
1
2i
f, px ¨∇`∇ ¨ xqg
˙
.
To simplify notations, let F “ 1
2i
f .
pf,A0gq “ ´pF, px ¨∇`∇ ¨ xqgq
“ ´
ż
Ω
F¯ pxq px ¨∇gpxq `∇ ¨ xgpxqq dx
“
ż
Ω
`
x ¨∇F¯ pxq `∇ ¨ xF¯ pxq
˘
gpxqdx`
nÿ
k“1
ż
BΩ
xkF¯ pxqgpxq
“ pA0f, gq. (2.1)
Then A0 is symmetric. Moreover, we can remark that the assumption f P DpA0q is not
necessary. In fact, under the assumption x ¨∇f P L2pΩq, the previous computation stays
true, boundary terms disappearing by Dirichlet conditions which are assumed for g. Thus,
we have DpA˚
0
q Ą tu P L2pΩq, x ¨ ∇u P L2pΩqu. Moreover, by the definition of the
adjoint, we can remark that if u P DpA˚
0
q, then u is necesseraly in the set L2pΩq and, by
(2.1), we can show the equality DpA˚
0
q “ tu P L2pΩq, x ¨∇u P L2pΩqu. We can remark
that if we have other conditions on the boundary of the waveguide (Neumann, Robin,...)
for A0, this operator can not be symmetric because of the addition of boundary terms in
(2.1).
Now we will see if A0 has a self-adjoint extension. For this, we will use the caracterisation
of symmetric operators given in the Corollary at the begining of page 141 of [RS70b]:
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Proposition 2.2. Let A a symmetric closed operator. Denote n˘ “ dimKerpA
˚ ¯ iIdq
its deficiency index. Then
(1) A is self-adjoint if and only if n` “ n´ “ 0;
(2) A has a self-adjoint extension if and only if n` “ n´;
(3) If n` “ 0 ­“ n´ or n´ “ 0 ­“ n`, then A has no nontrivial symmetric extensions
(A is called maximal symmetric).
Moreover, by Theorem X.1 of [RS70b], we know that, for A a closed symmetric operator,
the dimension of spacesKerpA˚´λIDq is constant throughout the open upper half-plane
tz P C,ℑpzq ą 0u and throughout the open lower half-plane tz P C,ℑpzq ă 0u. Since A0
is symmetric and densly defined, we know that A˚
0
“ A¯0
˚
(see [RS70a, Theorem VIII.1]).
Thus we have to search for the dimension ofKerpA˚
0
´ iλq for different values of λ (λ ą 0
or λ ă 0).
We begin by the case λ ą 0. For φ P DpA0q, let φ˜ its extension by 0 to R
n. φ˜ P C8c pR
nq.
For t ą 0, denote φtpxq “ φ˜ptxq. Since Σ is an open set which contains 0, for φ P DpA0q,
there exist t0 ě 1 such that φt P DpA0q if t ě t0.
We know that φt converge simply almost everywhere to ψ ” 0 when t goes to `8.
In particular, for all f P L2pΩq, pf, φtq goes to 0 when t goes to `8 by dominated
convergence. Let λ ą 0 and f P L2pΩq such thatˆ
x ¨∇`∇ ¨ x
2i
´ iλ
˙
f “ 0.
In particular, x ¨∇f “ ´pn
2
`λqf P L2pΩq. Moreover f P DpA˚
0
q. Thus, for φ P C8c pΩq,
we have for t ě t0
Btpf, φtq “ pf, Btφtq
“ pf, x ¨∇φqptxqq
“
1
t
pf, x ¨∇pφtqpxqq
“
1
t
´
f, piA0 ´
n
2
qφt
¯
“ ´
1
t
´
piA˚0 `
n
2
qf, φt
¯
“
1
t
pλ´
n
2
qpf, φtq.
Therefore, for t ě t0,
pf, φtq “ pf, φq exp
´
pλ´
n
2
q lnptq
¯
.
by taking the limit when t goes to `8, we deduce that for λ ě n
2
, pf, φq “ 0 for all
φ P C8c pΩq and then f “ 0.
Thus, we have shown thatKerpA˚
0
´iλIq “ t0u for λ ě n
2
. Therefore,KerpA¯0
˚
´iλIq “
t0u for λ ě n
2
. By [RS70b, Theorem X.1] applied to the closure of A0,we deduce that
KerpA¯0
˚
´ iλIq “ t0u for all λ ą 0.
Now, we look to the case λ ă 0. Let f be a solution of the equation A˚
0
f “ iλf . We can
write this equation with the form
x ¨∇f “ ´pλ`
n
2
qf.
By composing with the unitary operator of convertion into polar coordinates, denoting
pθiqi“1,¨¨¨ ,n´1 angular variables, we can see that this equation can be written rBrf “
5´pλ` n
2
qf . Thus, for λ ă ´1´ n
2
and C :s´π, πsn´1 Ñ R a functionC8 with compact
support included in s ´ π, πrn´1zt0u, this equation admits for solution the function
hλpr, θ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θn´1q “ Cpθ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θn´1qr
´λ´ n
2 .
Remark that rBrhλpr, θ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θn´1q “ ´pλ `
n
2
qhλpr, θ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , θn´1q. Moreover, since
λ ă ´1´ n
2
and C is bounded, hλ P C
1pRnq. Since C has a compact support in
s ´ π, πrn´1zt0u, we can also remark that hλ P L
2pΩq which implies that x ¨ ∇hλ “
rBrhλ P L
2pΩq. Thus, we have hλ P DpA
˚
0
q. Therefore hλ P KerpA
˚
0
´ iλq which
implies that dimKerpA¯0
˚
` iq ą 0. Thus, we are in the setting of the point (3) of
Proposition 2.2 which implies that A¯0 is maximal symmetric.
The point (1) of Proposition 2.1 is thus proved.
With A¯0 as conjugate operator, we can not use the classic Mourre theory but a Mourre
theory adapted to maximal symmetric operators (see [GGM04]).
Now, we will see what happen for Laplacian with different type of boundary conditions.
We will denote ∆D the Dirichlet Laplacian, ∆N the Neumann Laplacian and if compu-
tations are similar for all types of Laplacian, we denote it ∆. To apply this Mourre the-
ory, adapted to maximal symmetric operators, to a Laplacian (with Dirichlet, Neumann or
Robin conditions on the boundary) with A¯0 as conjugate operator, it is necessary to have
∆ P C1pA0q. Now we recall a caracterisation of this regularity adapted to our context
Proposition 2.3 (Proposition 2.22 of [GGM04]). Let S a self adjoint operator on H and
A a maximal symmetric operator on H. Then H P C1pAq if and only if the two following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists c ě 0 such that for all u P DpA˚q X DpSq and v P DpAq X DpSq,
|pu, rS,Asvq| ď c}u}S}v}S ,
(2) There exist z P ρpSq such that tf P DpAq, Rpzqf P DpAqu is a core for A and
tf P DpA˚q, Rpz¯qf P DpA˚qu is a core for A˚.
To simplify notations, let A1 “ A¯0 the closure of A0. Let z P ρp∆q.
Let u P DpA˚
1
q. Let v “ p∆ ´ z¯q´1u. Thus v satisfied p∆ ´ z¯qv “ u with Dirichlet,
Neumann or Robin conditions on the boundary according to the Laplacian considerated.
To prove that v P DpA˚
1
q, it suffices to show that x ¨∇v P L2. By definition of v, we have
x ¨∇v “ x ¨∇p∆´ z¯q´1u
“ x ¨ p∆´ z¯q´1∇u
“ p∆´ z¯q´1x ¨∇u` rx, p∆´ z¯q´1s ¨∇u
“ p∆´ z¯q´1x ¨∇u´ p∆´ z¯q´1rx,∆s ¨ p∆´ z¯q´1∇u
“ p∆´ z¯q´1x ¨∇u´ 2ip∆´ z¯q´2∆u. (2.2)
By assumptions, x ¨∇u P L2. Thus v P DpA˚
1
q. In particular, tf P DpA˚
1
q, p∆´ z¯q´1f P
DpA˚
1
qu “ DpA˚
1
q and is a core for A˚
1
.
2.2. The case of Neumann and Robin Laplacian. Now, we will give the proof of point
(2) of Proposition 2.1. To show that, we will try to apply Proposition 2.3. Remark that, by
(2.2), the second part of assumption (2) of Proposition 2.3 is already proved. Thus, we will
show that other conditions are not satisfied. We begin with the Neumann Laplacian.
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Let z P ρp∆N q and E “ tf P DpA1q, p∆N ´ zq
´1f P DpA1qu. Let u P E . Let v P L
2
such that v “ p∆N ´ zq
´1u. Then v satisfied#
∆Nv ´ zv “ u dans Rˆ Σ
Bv
Bn “ 0 sur Rˆ BΣ
where BBn is the normal derivative. Moreover v P DpA1q. Thus væRˆBΣ “ 0. For
f P L2pR ˆ Σq, denote fˆ the Fourier transform of f with respect to the first variable
y. Therefore v satisfies:#
∆Σvˆ ` pξ
2 ´ zqvˆ “ uˆ dans Rˆ Σ
Bvˆ
Bn “ 0 sur Rˆ BΣ
.
Let αpξq P C such that pαpξqq2 “ ξ2 ´ z¯ and let
wpξ, σq “ exp
˜
αpξq
pn´ 1q1{2
n´1ÿ
k“1
σk
¸
.
We can remark that w satisfies ∆Σw ` pξ
2 ´ z¯qw “ 0. Moreover, since Σ is bounded,
for all ξ P R, wpξ, ¨q P L2pΣq. Then, we can define the linear map L : L2pΩq Ñ L1pRq
by Lpfqpξq “
ş
Σ
fˆpξ, σqwpξ, σqdσ. By Green formula, we have for all u P E , Lpuq “ 0.
This implies that E Ă L´1pt0uq. But, if g P C8c pΣq, g ­“ 0 and g ě 0, by denoting
u1py, σq “ expp´
y2
2
qgpσq, then uˆ1pξ, σq “ u1pξ, σq ě 0 for all pξ, σq P Ω. Thus we
obtain Lpu1q ą 0 and moreover u1 P DpA1q. Since L is continuous, we deduce that
E can not be dense into DpA1q. Thus it is not a core for A1 which already proved that
∆N R C
1pA1q.
Remark that if we replace Neumann boundary conditions by Robin boundary conditions,
the same result appears. In fact, since v P DpA1q, v satisfies Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. Asking that v satisfies Neumann boundary conditions is then equivalent to the fact
of asking that v satisfies Robin boundary conditions. Thus the Robin Laplacian is not of
class C1pA1q.
For Neumann Laplacian, we can still search to know if the commutator is bounded from
Dp∆N q to its dual space. To do this, we will make the computation of the commutator be-
tween∆N andA1. To simplify computations, we will see only the caseΣ “
śn´1
k“1 rai, bis.
Let f P Dp∆N q XDpA1q. We have:
pf, r∆N , iA1sfq “ pf,´2B
2
yfq `
n´1ÿ
k“1
ż
RˆΣ
p´B2σk f¯qpσkBσkf `
f
2
qdσ
`
ż
RˆΣ
p´B2σkfqpσkBσk f¯ `
f¯
2
qdσ.
We can remark that since Σ is a rectangle, the outwardly normal vector of Σ is a vector of
the standrad basis (or the oposite of a vector from the basis). By Fubini Theorem and by
integration by part, we obtain
pf, r∆N , iA1sfq “ 2
˜
pf,´B2yfq `
n´1ÿ
k“1
pf,´B2σkfq
¸
“ ´2
ż
RˆΣ
∇¯f∇fdydσ.
The form domain of the commutator is equal to Dp∆N q X DpA1q. But, since C
8
c Ă
Dp∆N q Ă H
1 and C8c Ă DpA1q Ă tf P L
2, fæRˆBΣ “ 0u, we can deduce that
C8c Ă Dp∆N q XDpA1q Ă H
1
0.
7Thus we have
pf, r∆N , iA1sfq “ 2pf,∆Dfq.
Therefore, the first commutator is positive and one would think that the strict Mourre es-
timate is true on all intervall. Unfortunately, the Dirichlet Laplacian is not bounded with
respect to the Neumann Laplacian (Dp∆N q Ć Dp∆Dq), and then condition (1) of Propo-
sition 2.3 is not satisfied.
Since the commutator is positive, we can ask if we can use Lemma 3.12 of [GGM04] for
which it is not necessary forH to be regular with respect toA but only regular with respect
to an operatorH 1 such that there is c ą 0 with
H 1 ` cxHy ě xHy,
where H 1 “ r∆N , iA1s. In fact, since H
1 “ 2∆D, r∆N , iH
1s “ 0 with appropriate
domain, we can show that the condition (1) of Proposition 2.3 is satisfied with A “ H 1.
On the other hand, as previously, we can show that tf P Dp∆Dq, p∆N`zq
´1f P Dp∆Dqu
is not a core for∆D . Thus, the condition (2) of Proposition 2.3 is not satisfied. Therefore
∆N R C
1pH 1q wich prevent us to use Lemma 3.12 from [GGM04].
2.3. The case of Dirichlet Laplacian. Now, we will give the proof of point (3) of Propo-
sition 2.1. To show that, we will try to apply Proposition 2.3. Remark that, by (2.2), the
second part of assumption (2) of Proposition 2.3 is already proved. Thus, we will show
that other conditions are satisfied.
Let py, σq P RˆΣ a point of the waveguide,AyD the generator of dilations in the direction
y and AσD the generator of dilations in the direction σ with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
We can remark that A1 can be written A1 “ A
y
D b 1Σ ` 1R b A
σ
D . We can remark
also that, since Σ is bounded, DpAσDq “ H
1
0pΣq. Let u P DpA
y
D b 1Σq X Dp1R b A
σ
Dq
and w “ p∆D ´ zq
´1u. Since A
y
D b 1Σ is self-adjoint, as in (2.2), we can show that
w P DpAyD b 1Σq. Moreover, w P Dp∆Dq Ă L
2pR,H10pΣqq. Thus w P Dp1R b A
σ
Dq.
Therefore, since DpAyD b 1Σq XDp1R bA
σ
Dq Ă DpA1q, we have
C8c Ă DpA
y
D b 1Σq XDp1R bA
σ
Dq Ă tf P DpA1q, p∆D ´ zq
´1f P DpA1qu.
Thus tf P DpA1q, p∆D ´ zq
´1f P DpA1qu is a core for A1.
To show that∆D P C
1pA1q using Proposition 2.3, it remains to show that the commutator
is bounded from the domain of∆D into its dual space.
To begin, we can remark
∆D “ ´B
2
y b 1Σ ` 1R b p∆
Σ
Dq,
where ∆ΣD is the Laplacian on Σ with Dirichlet boundary conditions. In particular, since
our conjugate operator has the same form, we have, in the sense of sesquilinear form on
Dp∆Dq XDpA1q:
r∆D, iA1s “ r´B
2
y, iA
y
Ds b 1Σ ` 1R b r∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Ds
“ ´2B2y b 1Σ ` 1R b r∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Ds.
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Thus, it remains to compute r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Ds. Let f P Dp∆
Σ
Dq XDpA
σ
Dq. We have:
pf, r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Dsfq “ p∆
Σ
Df, iA
σ
Dfq ` piA
σ
Df,∆
Σ
Dfq
“
ż
Σ
p∆Σf¯q
σ ¨∇σf `∇σ ¨ pσfq
2
dσ
`
ż
Σ
p∆Σfq
σ ¨∇σ f¯ `∇σ ¨ pσf¯q
2
dσ
“
n´1ÿ
k“1
ż
Σ
p´B2σk f¯qpσkBσkf `
f
2
qdσ
`
ż
Σ
p´B2σkfqpσkBσk f¯ `
f¯
2
qdσ.
Since the computation depends on Σ, we will only explain here the computation in two
particular cases of Σ of dimension 2 (the rectangle and the unitary disc). For other cases,
computations are quite similar.
Suppose that Σ “ ra, bs ˆ rc, ds:
pf, r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Dsfq “
2ÿ
k“1
ż b
a
˜ż d
c
p´B2σk f¯qpσkBσkf `
f
2
qdσ2
¸
dσ1
`
ż b
a
˜ż d
c
pp´B2σkfqpσkBσk f¯ `
f¯
2
qdσ2
¸
dσ1.
By Fubini Theorem and by integration by part, we have
pf, r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Dsfq “
2ÿ
k“1
ż b
a
˜ż d
c
pp´2B2σkfqf¯dσ2
¸
dσ1
´
ż d
c
pb|Bσ1f |
2pb, σ2q ´ a|Bσ1f |
2pa, σ2qqdσ2
´
ż b
a
pd|Bσ2f |
2pσ1, dq ´ c|Bσ2f |
2pσ1, cqqdσ1.
By sum, we obtain for g P Dp∆Dq XDpA1q
pg, r∆D, iA1sgq “ 2pg,∆Dgq
´
ż
R
ż d
c
`
b|Bσ1g|
2py, b, σ2q ´ a|Bσ1g|
2py, a, σ2q
˘
dσ2dy
´
ż
R
ż b
a
`
d|Bσ2g|
2py, σ1, dq ´ c|Bσ2g|
2py, σ1, cq
˘
dσ1dy.
Assume now that Σ “ tpσ1, σ2q, σ
2
1 ` σ
2
2 ď 1u the unitary disc of R
2. Then
pf, r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Dsfq “
2ÿ
k“1
ż
Σ
p´B2σk f¯qpσkBσkf `
f
2
qdσ
`
ż
Σ
pp´B2σkfqpσkBσk f¯ `
f¯
2
qdσ.
For the term where k “ 1, by Fubini Theorem, we can writeż
Σ
p´B2σ1 f¯qpσ1Bσ1f `
f
2
qdσ
“
ż 1
´1
˜ż p1´σ2
2
q1{2
´p1´σ2
2
q1{2
p´B2σ1 f¯qpσ1Bσkf `
f
2
qdσ1
¸
dσ2.
9Thus, by integration by part, we have
pf, r∆ΣD, iA
σ
Dsfq
“
2ÿ
k“1
ż
Σ
p´2B2σkfqf¯dσ
´
ż 1
´1
ˆ
p1´ σ22q
1{2|Bσ1f |
2pp1 ´ σ22q
1{2, σ2q
`p1´ σ22q
1{2|Bσ1f |
2p´p1´ σ22q
1{2, σ2q
˙
dσ2
´
ż 1
´1
ˆ
p1´ σ21q
1{2|Bσ2f |
2pσ1, p1 ´ σ
2
1q
1{2q
`p1´ σ21q
1{2|Bσ2f |
2pσ1,´p1´ σ
2
1q
1{2q
˙
dσ1.
Therefore, by sum, we obtain for g P Dp∆Dq XDpA1q
pg, r∆D, iA1sgq “ 2pg,∆Dgq
´
ż
R
ż 1
´1
ˆ
p1´ σ22q
1{2|Bσ1g|
2py, p1´ σ22q
1{2, σ2q
`p1´ σ22q
1{2|Bσ1g|
2py,´p1´ σ22q
1{2, σ2q
˙
dσ2dy
´
ż
R
ż 1
´1
ˆ
p1´ σ21q
1{2|Bσ2g|
2py, σ1, p1 ´ σ
2
1q
1{2q
`p1´ σ21q
1{2|Bσ2g|
2py, σ1,´p1´ σ
2
1q
1{2q
˙
dσ1dy.
In the two cases, we can remark that all boundary terms can be seen as an integration on
a part of the boundary of Ω of the function py, σ1, σ2q ÞÑ σ1|Bσ1g|
2py, σ1, σ2q or of the
function py, σ1, σ2q ÞÑ σ2|Bσ2g|
2py, σ1, σ2q. For example the termż
R
ż 1
´1
ˆ
p1´ σ22q
1{2|Bσ1g|
2py, p1 ´ σ22q
1{2, σ2qdσ2dy,
which appears in the computation of the commutator when Σ is the unitary disc R2, can be
seen as the integral on the set tpy, σ1, σ2q P R
3zσ21 ` σ
2
2 “ 1, σ1 ě 0u of the func-
tion py, σ1, σ2q ÞÑ σ1|Bσ1g|
2py, σ1, σ2q, with the parametrisation of this set given by
tpy, p1 ´ σ2q
1{2, σ2qzσ2 P r´1, 1su. Thus, we can bounded from above in absolute value
all boundary terms by the integral on BΩ of this two functions. Using that the trace of an
function is a continuous operator fromH1pΩq into L2pBΩq, sinceΣ is bounded by assump-
tions, we can see that this terms are bounded in normH2pΩq. In particular, the commutator
is bounded from Dp∆Dq to its dual space and thus∆D P C
1pA1q.
Since the regularity C1 is satisfied, we can try to know if the Mourre estimate is true for
Dirichlet Laplacian with A1 as conjugate operator. Let
Hpmq “
#
∆y `mE∆Σ
D
ptmuq sim P pλkqkPN˚ ;
0 sinon
.
Since the applicationHp¨q is equal to zero almost everywhere, we can deduce that pHp¨q`
iq´1 is measurable. Thus, we can write the direct integralż ‘
R
Hpmqdm “ ∆y `∆
Σ
D “ ∆D.
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For an interval I Ă R, this decomposition permits to write the spectral measure of ∆D on
I with the following form
E∆DpIq “
ż ‘
R
E∆y pImqE∆Σ
D
ptmuqdm,
with Im “ tz P R, z ` m P Iu. Remark that since ∆
Σ
D has a compact resolvent, terms
of the previous integral are all equal to zero exepted those for which m P pλkqkPN. In
particular, we can write this integral as the following sum
E∆DpIq “
8ÿ
k“1
E∆y pIλk q b E∆ΣDptλkuq.
Remark that if I is bounded, since ∆y is non-negative,E∆y pIλk q “ 0 for k large enough
(as soon as Iλk Ă p´8, 0q). In particular, when I is bounded, the previous sum is a finite
sum.
If we denote ψk eigenvectors of∆
Σ
D, for all f P Dp∆Dq, there is fk P L
2
y such that
fpy, σq “
8ÿ
k“1
fkpyqψkpσq. (2.3)
Let I a bounded closed interval. We will try to know if the Mourre estimate on I with A1
as conjugate operator is true. Let f P Dp∆Dq XDpA1q. We have:
pf, E∆D pIqr∆D, iA1sE∆DpIqfq “ pf, E∆D pIqr∆y, iA
y
DsE∆DpIqfq
`pf, E∆D pIqr∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
DsE∆DpIqfq. (2.4)
Using that r∆y, iA
y
Ds “ 2∆y and the decomposition (2.3), we have:
pf, E∆D pIqr∆D, iA1sE∆DpIqfq
“ 2
8ÿ
k,l“1
ˆ
pE∆y pIλkqfkq b ψk,∆ypE∆y pIλlqflq b ψl
˙
`
8ÿ
k,l“1
ˆ
pE∆y pIλkqfkq b ψk, r∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
DspE∆y pIλlqflq b ψl
˙
.
Remark again that, since ∆y is non-negative, E∆y pIλk q “ 0 for all k large enough and
thus sums are finite.
Since ψk is an orthonormal family, the first term of the right hand side can be written:
2
8ÿ
k,l“1
ˆ
pE∆y pIλkqfkq b ψk,∆ypE∆y pIλlqflq b ψl
˙
“ 2
8ÿ
k“1
ż
R
pE∆y pIλk qf¯kqpyq∆ypE∆y pIλk qfkqpyqdy
“ 2
8ÿ
k“1
`
E∆y pIλk qfk b ψk,∆yE∆y pIλkqfk b ψk
˘
ě 2
8ÿ
k“1
infpIλk q
`
E∆y pIλkqfk b ψk, E∆ypIλk qfk b ψk
˘
.
In particular, if I does not contain any λj , then 0 R Iλk which implies infpIλkq ď 0 if and
only if E∆y pIλk q “ 0. Taken a “ minkPN˚,IλkĂp0,`8qtinfpIλkqu ą 0,we can show the
following
E∆D pIq∆yE∆D pIq ě aE∆D pIq.
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It remains to treat the second part of the right hand side of (2.4). Since functions fk do not
depend of the variable σ, we have:ˆ
pE∆y pIλkqfkq b ψk, r∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
DspE∆y pIλlqflq b ψl
˙
“
ż
R
pE∆y pIλk qf¯kqpyqpE∆y pIλl qflqpyqdy ¨
ż
Σ
ψ¯kpσqr∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Dsψlpσqdσ.
To begin remark that if there is j P N˚ such that I Ă pλj , λj`1q and |I| ď inf
1ďkďj
λk`1 ´
λk, then intervals Iλk are separated. This implies that if k ­“ l, pE∆y pIλkqfkq et pE∆y pIλl qflq
are orthogonal. Thus, it remains only diagonal terms. Since for all k, ψk P Dp∆
Σ
Dq Ă
DpAσDq, we obtain:ż
Σ
ψ¯kpσqr∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Dsψkpσqdσ
“
ż
Σ
`
∆ΣDψ¯k
˘
pσqi pAσDψkq pσqdσ ´
ż
Σ
`
AσDψ¯k
˘
pσqi
`
∆ΣDψk
˘
pσqdσ
“ λk
ż
Σ
ψ¯kpσqi pA
σ
Dψkq pσqdσ ´ λk
ż
Σ
`
AσDψ¯k
˘
pσqiψkpσqdσ
“ 0.
Thus the second term will not neither give some positivity of the commutator nor prevent
the positivity. Thus, we have
pf, E∆D pIqr∆D, iA1sE∆DpIqfq
“ 2
8ÿ
k,l“1
ˆ
pE∆y pIλkqfkq b ψk,∆ypE∆y pIλlqflq b ψl
˙
(2.5)
ě 2a}E∆DpIqf}
2,
which implies that the Mourre estimate is true on I when I does not contains any λj and
|I| ď inf
1ďkďn
λk`1 ´ λk.
To use the Mourre theorem, we have to proove more regularity of ∆D with respect to A1.
As for the case where A is a self-adjoint operator, we can define the class of regularity
C1upAq if A is maximal symmetric:
Definition 2.4. Let S be a bounded operator and A a maximal symmetric operator such
that S P C1pAq. We say that S P C1upAq if
`
SeiAt ´ eiAtS
˘
pitq´1 has rS, iAs as norm
limit.
If S is unbounded, we say that S P C1upAq if and only if for z P ρpSq, pS ´ zq
´1 P C1upAq
Now we will prove that the Dirichlet Laplacian is not of class C1upA1q by using a proof by
contradiction. To simplify computations, we will only give details for the caseΣ “ r´1, 1s
for which eigenvalues and eigenvectors of∆ΣD are well known (see p.266 of [RS70c]), but
similar proof can be used for other types of Σ. In the case Σ “ r´1, 1s, eigenvalues are
λk “
`
pi
2
˘2
k2 with k P N˚ and associated eigenvectors are
ψkpσq “
#
cospkπσ{2q si k P 2N` 1,
sinpkπσ{2q si k P 2N˚.
.
By a simple computations, we have for k, l P N˚ż
Σ
ψ¯kpσqr∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Dsψlpσqdσ “
#
2λkλlp´1q
k`l
2
`1 si k ´ l P 2Z˚,
0 sinon.
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If we suppose that ∆D P C
1
upA1q, then, since xqyy
´1p∆D ` 1q
´1xqyy
´1 is compact,
xqyy
´1rp∆D ` 1q
´1, iA1sxqyy
´1 “ xqyy
´1p∆D ` 1q
´1r∆D, iA1sp∆D ` 1q
´1xqyy
´1 is
a compact operator, as a limit in norm of compact operators.
Let g P H21pRq, g ­“ 0. Let hmpy, σq “ gpyqpψ4m ´ ψ4m`2qpσq. Since pψkq is an
orthonormal family of eigenvectors of 1 b ∆Σ, phmq is an orthogonal family in G “
H1,y X Dp∆Dq with the norm }f}G “ }xqyyp∆D ` 1qf}, where H1,y is the space define
by }f}H1,y “ }xqyyf}L2. Thus, we have r∆D, iA1s : G Ñ G
˚ compact. Moreover,
}hm}
2
G “ 2
ż
R
xyy2g2pyq2dy ` 2
ż
R
xyy2g2pyqgpyqdy
ˆ
λ4m ` λ4m`2 ` 2
˙
`
ż
R
xyy2gpyq2dy
ˆ
2` 2λ4m ` 2λ4m`2 ` λ
2
4m ` λ
2
4m`2
˙
.
Whenm goes to infinity, we can observe the equivalence
}hm}
2
G »
ż
R
xyy2gpyq2dy
ˆ
λ24m ` λ
2
4m`2
˙
. (2.6)
Let fm “ hm{}hm}G . By definition, pfmq is an orthonormal family of G. Thus we have
4
ż
R
|g1pyq|2dy}hm}
´2
G
´ 4λ4mλ4m`2}g}
2
L2y
}hm}
´2
G
“ pfm, r∆D, iA1sfmq
ě ´}xqyy
´1p∆D ` 1q
´1r∆D, iA1sfm}.
Since pfmq is an orthonormal family in G, the right hand side goes to 0 when m goes
to infinity. Moreover, since lim
mÑ8
}hm}
´2
G
“ 0, we deduce that λ4mλ4m`2}g}
2
L2y
}hm}
´2
G
goes to 0.
By a simple computation, we can show that
lim
mÑ8
λ4mλ4m`2
λ2
4m ` λ
2
4m`2
“
1
2
.
Thus, using (2.6),
lim
mÑ8
λ4mλ4m`2}g}
2
L2y
}hn}
´2
G
“
}g}2L2y
2}xqyyg}2L2y
­“ 0.
Thus, by contradiction, we deduce that ∆D R C
1
upA1q.
Moreover, defining the spaceC1,1pA1q “ pC
2
upA1q, C
0
upA1qq1{2,1, we obtain the inclusion
C1,1pA1q Ă C
1
upA1q. Thus, the Dirichlet Laplacian is not of class C
1,1pA1q, a class of
regularity which is necessary for Mourre theorem.
Thus Proposition 2.1 is proved.
We can remark that if I contains λj , by taking f “ fj b ψj , using (2.5), we have
pf, E∆D pIqr∆D, iA1sE∆DpIqfq “ }E∆y pIλj qByfj}
2
L2pRq.
since this term is not positive (0 P Iλj ), we have a problem of threshold, as when we use
A
y
D conjugate operator. To solve this problem using the method of the weakly conjugate
operator (see [BG10]), we can try to see if the commutator is non-negative and injective.
To simplify computations, we will only give the details for the case Σ “ r´1, 1s.
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Let g P H2pRq and k P N. Let f “ g b ψk`2 ´ p´1q
kg b ψk. By (2.4), we have:
pf, r∆D, iA1sfq
“ 2
ż
R
g¯pyq∆ygpyqdy ´ 2p´1q
kpg b ψk`2, r∆
Σ
D, iA
σ
Dsg b ψkq
“ 2
ż
R
|g1pyq|2dy ´ 4λkλk`2
ż
R
|gpyq|2dy. (2.7)
Let h P H2pRq and let gwpyq “ whpw
2yq for all y P R. We can remark thatż
R
|gwpyq|
2dy “
ż
R
|hpyq|2dy and
ż
R
|g1wpyq|
2dy “ w4
ż
R
|h1pyq|2dy.
Thus replacing g in (2.7) by gw and makingw go to 0, we can show that pf, r∆D, iA1sfq is
negative for w small enough. Thus, the commutator is not non-negative (neither injective)
which prevent us to use the method of the weakly conjugate operator.
3. THE CASE OF THE CURVED WAVEGUIDE
In this section, we will prove a Limiting Absorption Principle for Schro¨dinger operators
on curved waveguides. In the following, we will always suppose that n ě 2 and we
will always be in the context of the article [KTdA04]. The purpose here is to generalize
Theorem 3.4 from [KTdA04], by limiting conditions on derivatives of the curvature of the
waveguide.
3.1. Geometric preliminaries. To begin, we will recall some notions concerning geomet-
ric properties of waveguides, using notations of [KTdA04].
Let p : R Ñ Rn a function of class C8. Assume that
Assumption 3.1. there is a collection pekqk“1,¨¨¨n of smooth mapping from R to R
n such
that
(i) For all y P R, pekpyqq is an orthonormal family;
(ii) For all k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1 and for all y P R, the kth derivative of ppyq lies in the span
of e1pyq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ekpyq;
(iii) e1 “ p
1;
(iv) For all y P R, the family pekpyqq has the positive orientation;
(v) For all k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1 and for all y P R, e1kpyq lies in the span of
e1pyq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ek`1pyq.
By the Serret-Frenet formula, we know that there exist a matrix K with size n ˆ n such
that
B
By
pekpyqq “ Kpekpyqq.
MoreoverK satisfies:
Kij “
$’&
’%
κi si j “ i` 1
´κi si i “ j ` 1
0 sinon
,
where κi is the i
th curvature of p.
From K, we can define the matrix nˆ n of rotation R which satisfies R1k “ Rk1 “ δ1k
and for all i, j “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, we have
B
Bs
Rij `
nÿ
α“1
RiαKαj “ 0.
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From the matrixR,we can define the family pe˜kq by pe˜kq “ Rpekq.
Let Σ a bounded open set of Rn´1 and Ω the straight waveguide Rˆ Σ. We can define Γ
as the image of Ω by the application
L : ΩÑ Rn py, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnq ÞÑ ppyq `
nÿ
k“2
σk e˜k.
Assume that Γ does not overlap and that κ1 P L
8 with sup
σPΣ
|σ|}κ1}8 ă 1. Then, L : ΩÑ
Γ is a diffeomorphism which permits to identify Γ with a Riemannian manifold pΩ, gq.
Moreover, g “ diagph2, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q with
hpy, σq “ 1`
nÿ
k“2
nÿ
α“1
σkRkαpyqKα1pyq “ 1´
nÿ
k“2
σkRk2pyqκ1pyq.
We will always assume that h is bounded from below by a positive constant which implies
that the Riemannian metric g is inversible.
Now it remains to know what operator on L2pΩ, gq is associated to the Schro¨dinger oper-
ator ∆ ` V˜ on L2pΓq with V˜ a potential on the waveguide Γ. Remark that, identifying
L2pΓq and L2pΩ, gq, if we denote dv a volume element of Γ, this operator is associated to
the sesquilinear form Q˜ defined by
Q˜pφ, ψq “
ż
Ω
g´1
11
¯ByφByψdv `
nÿ
k“2
ż
Ω
g´1kk
¯BσkφBσkψdv `
ż
Ω
φ¯V ψdv
with appropriate domain (H10 for Dirichlet boundary conditions, H
1 for Neumann bound-
ary conditions) and with V “ LV˜ L. Since the form Q˜ is densly defined, symmetric and
closed on its domain, we can associated to it a unique self-adjoint operator H˜ defined, for
ψ P DpH˜q, by
H˜ψ “ ´|g|1{2
˜
By|g|
1{2g´1
11
Byψ `
nÿ
k“2
Bσk |g|
1{2g´1kk Bσkψ
¸
` V ψ.
To simplify computations, we transform H˜ into a unitary equivalent operator H . To do
this, we use the unitary transformation U : ψ ÞÑ |g|1{4ψ. By defining H “ UH˜U´1, we
obtain
Hψ “ ´Byg
´1
11
Byψ ´
nÿ
k“2
Bσkg
´1
kk Bσkψ ` pV `W qψ (3.1)
with
W “ ´
5
4
pByhq
2
h4
`
1
2
B2yh
h3
´
1
4
řn
k“2pBσkhq
2
h2
`
1
2
řn
k“2 B
2
σk
h
h
.
Remark that with our choice of h, for all k “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, B2σkh “ 0 and gkk “ 1.
3.2. A Limiting Absorption Principle far from threshods. Now, we will prove a Lim-
iting Absorption Principle far from thesholds. To do this, we will use Mourre theorem and
for this reason, we have to find a conjugate operator. As we saw previously (c.f. Section
2), it seems necssary to take for conjugate operator an operator only in the unbounded
direction of the waveguide.
As for the Euclidian space Rn, a natural conjugate operator to use is the generator of dila-
tions (see [CFKS08, Mou81, Mou83, KTdA04]). To apply Mourre theorem, it is sufficient
to assume the following: :
Assumption 3.2 (Assumption 3.3 de [KTdA04]). Uniformly in σ P Σ,
(1) hpy, σq Ñ 1 when |y| Ñ 8;
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(2) B2yhpy, σq,
řn
k“2pBσkhpy, σqq
2 Ñ 0 when |y| Ñ 8;
(3) there is θ P p0, 1s such that
Byhpy, σq, B
3
yhpy, σq,
nÿ
k“2
BypBσkhq
2py, σq “ Op|y|´1´θq.
Under these assumptions and under similar assumptions for the decay of V than in theo-
rem 1.1, spectral results of theorem 1.1 stay true for H a Schro¨dinger operator on L2pΓq.
Remark that the fact that σesspHq “ rν,8q, with ν the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet
Laplacian on L2pΣq does not depend of the fact that B2yhpy, σq Ñ 0 when |y| Ñ 8. In
fact, if we remove this assumption, using that
B2yh
h3
“ Byp
Byh
h3
q ` 2
pByhq
2
h4
,
and writing that Byp
Byh
h3
q “ ripy,
Byh
h3
s, we can show that W : H1 Ñ H´1 is compact
which does not change the essential spectrum ofH0 “ ´Byg
´1
11
By ´
řn
k“2 Bσkg
´1
kk Bσk .
Since derivatives of h can be written as a function of coefficients of the matrix R and
of derivatives of coefficients of the matrix K, all assumptions on derivatives of h can be
written as assumptions on curvatures:
Assumption 3.3 (Assumption 3.4 de [KTdA04]). For all α P t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu,
(1) K1αpyq, B
2
yK
1
αpyq Ñ 0 when |y| Ñ 8;
(2) for all β P t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu,Kβα, ByK
2
α P L
8pRq;
(3) there is θ P p0, 1s such that
ByK
1
αpyq, B
3
yK
1
αpyq,K
2
αpyq, B
2
yK
2
αpyq,
nÿ
k“2
KkαpyqByK
2
kpyq,
nÿ
k“2
ByK
k
αpyqK
2
kpyq
“ Op|y|´1´θq.
We can see that using the generator of dilations as conjugate operator impose that curva-
tures have to be regular functions and that some of their derivatives have some decay at
infinity.
To generalize this result, we can choose an other conjugate operator which avoid us to
take derivative of the potential W . Let λ : R Ñ R a C8 function, positive, bounded,
with all derivatives bounded such that for all α P N, y Ñ yBαy λpyq is bounded . Let
Au “
1
2
pypyλppyq ` λppyqpyyq with py “ ´iBy. In [ABdMG96, Theorem 4.2.3], we can
see that Au is essentially self-adjoint with domain C
8
c pRq. Let H1 “ H ´ V . We will
compute the first commutator define as a form on DpH1q XDpAuq:
rH1, iAus “ rpy, iAush
´2py ` pyrh
´2, iAuspy ` pyh
´2rpy, iAus
`rW, iAus
“ pyλppyqh
´2py ` pyh
´2pyλppyq ` pyrh
´2, iAuspy
`rW, iAus
“ 2pyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2py
`pyrλppyq
1{2, rλppyq
1{2, h´2sspy ` pyrh
´2, iAuspy
`rW, iAus. (3.2)
We can remark that if we suppose that there is a constant a ą 0 such that h´2py, σq ě a,
for all py, σq P Ω then
2pyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2py ě 0.
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In particular, far from thresholds (far from T ), this term will give us positivity, necessary
to the obtention of Mourre estimate.
Now we will give some sufficient assumptions to have the good regularity
Assumption 3.4. Let h such that
(1) h´2 is bounded.
(2) hpy, σq Ñ 1 when |y| Ñ 8;
(3) ther is b ą 0 tel que h´2py, σq ě b for all py, σq P Ω.
(4) there is θ ą 0 such that, iniformly in σ P Σ,
nÿ
k“2
pBkhq
2py, σq “ Op|y|´p1`θqq and Byhpy, σq “ Op|y|
´p1`θqq.
Under these assumptions, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.5. Let Γ a waveguide as it was definite previously. Suppose assumptions 3.1
and 3.4. Assume moreover, that for all α P N, y ÞÑ xyy1`αBαy λpyq is bounded. Let
V a potential compact from H1y to pH
1
yq
˚ of class C1,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q. Then spectral
results of Theorem 1.1 stay true for H “ ∆` V˜ with Dirichlet boundary conditions with
V˜ “ L´1V L´1.
We can remark that if we assume that B2yhpy, σq goes to 0 when |y| Ñ 8, uniformly in
σ P Σ, then, if we suppose that V is∆-compact and of classC1,1pAu,H
2,H´2q, Theorem
3.5 stay true.
Proof. [Theorem 3.5] LetH1y be the domain of xpyy. Remark that the form domain of the
Dirichlet LaplacianQp∆Dq is a subset ofH
1
y . If h
´2 is bounded, we can remark that
xpyy
´1pyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2pyxpyy
´1
and
xpyy
´1pyrλppyq
1{2, rλppyq
1{2, h´2sspyxpyy
´1
are bounded. Moreover, if h satisfies assumptions 3.4, by writing
B2yh
h3
“ Byp
Byh
h3
q ` 2
pByhq
2
h4
,
xpyy
´1W xpyy
´1 is compact. With a similar proof, we can show that xpyy
´1xqy1`θW xpyy
´1
is bounded which implies that xyyθxpyy
´1rW, iAusxpyy
´1 is bounded, since pyλppyq is
bounded. Since
rh´2, iAus “ yrh
´2, ipyλppyqs `
1
2
rh´2, λppyq ` pyλ
1ppyqs,
by the Helffer-Sjostrand formula, we can see that xyyθrh´2, iAus is bounded. Moreover,
using that
rλppyq
1{2, rλppyq
1{2, h´2ss “ λppyq
1{2rλppyq
1{2, h´2s ´ rλppyq
1{2, h´2sλppyq
1{2
and by the Helffer-Sjostrand formula, we deduce that xyyrλppyq
1{2, rλppyq
1{2, h´2ss is
bounded.
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By a commutator computation, we have
rpyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2py, iAus
“ rpyλppyq
1{2, iAush
´2λppyq
1{2py ` pyλppyq
1{2rh´2, iAuspyλppyq
1{2
`pyλppyq
1{2h´2rλppyq
1{2py, iAus
“
ˆ
λppyq
1{2 `
1
2
pyByλppyqλppyq
´1{2
˙
pyλppyqh
´2λppyq
1{2py
`pyλppyq
1{2rh´2, iAuspyλppyq
1{2
`pyλppyq
1{2h´2
ˆ
λppyq
1{2 `
1
2
pyByλppyqλppyq
´1{2
˙
pyλppyq.
In this way, we can prove that the commutator is bounded fromH1 to H´1 which implies
that the first term of the right hand side of (3.2) is of class
C1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q Ă C
0,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q. In particular, this implies that H1 “ H ´ V is
of class C1,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q. Since V is a compact potential fromH
1 toH´1 and since V
is of class C1,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q, we deduce by sum that H is of class C
1,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q
It remains to prove that the Mourre estimate is satisfied for H1 with Au as conjugate
operator on all compact interval of pν,`8qzT where ν “ inf T . If we denote H 1 “
pyh
´2py `∆
Σ
D, since H andH
1 are of class C1,1pAuq, we can remark that it is sufficient
to prove that the Mourre estimate is true near all points of pν,`8qzT for H 1 with Au
as conjugate operator to obtain a Mourre estimate near all points of pν,`8qzT for H
with Au as conjugate operator (see Theorem 7.2.9 of [ABdMG96]). Since Au can be
written A1 b 1Σ ` 1R b A2 with A2 “ 0, using Theorem 2.9 of [KTdA04], we can see
that it is sufficient to prove that the Mourre estimate is true near all points of R`˚ for
H0 “ pyh
´2py with Au as conjugate operator to obtain a Mourre estimate near all points
of pν,`8qzT forH with Au as conjugate operator, since∆
Σ
D has a pure point spectrum.
Let λ P p0,`8q and φ P C8c pRq such that φpλq ­“ 0. We will show that there exists a ą 0
andK compact such that
φpH0qrH0, iAusφpH0q ě aφpH0q
2 `K.
In the following, to simpify notations, we denoteKk, k P N some compact operators. By
(3.2), we have
rH0, iAus “ 2pyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2py
`pyrλppyq
1{2, rλppyq
1{2, h´2sspy ` pyrh
´2, iAuspy.
Remark that the two last terms of the right hand side are compact fromH1y to H
´1
y which
implies that we have
φpH0qrH0, iAusφpH0q “ 2φpH0qpyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2pyφpH0q `K1. (3.3)
By a simple computation, we have
pH0 ` iq
´1 ´ pp2y ` iq
´1 “ pH0 ` iq
´1pyp1´ h
´2qpypp
2
y ` iq
´1.
Since hpy, σq Ñ 1 when |y| Ñ 8 uniformly in σ P Σ, this implies that pH0 ` iq
´1 ´
pp2y ` iq
´1 is compact. By Lemma 7.2.8 of [ABdMG96], we deduce that φpH0q ´ φpp
2
yq
is compact. Using (3.3), we thus have
φpH0qrH0, iAusφpH0q “ 2φpp
2
yqpyλppyq
1{2h´2λppyq
1{2pyφpp
2
yq `K2.
Let ǫ ą 0. By choosing φ such that φpαq “ 0 for all α ă ǫ, since h est borne´e etis bounded
and λ is positive, we deuce that there is a ą 0 such that
φpH0qrH0, iAusφpH0q ě aφpp
2
yq
2 `K2 “ aφpH0q
2 `K3.
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Therefore, the Mourre estimate is true forH0 withAu as conjugate operator near all points
of R`˚ which implies that the Mourre estimate is true forH withAu as conjugate operator
near all points of pν,`8qzT .
Theorem 3.5 is then a consequence of Mourre Theorem. l
We can remark again that, since the conjugate operator does not depends on the bounded
direction of the waveguide, boundary conditions does not appear. In particular, if Γ is a
waveguide with a boundary with enough regularity (at least C1), we can define at all points
of BΓ a tangent space and thus a normal derivative at the boundary. Since L is a diffeomor-
phism, it sends tangent spaces of Γ into tangent spaces of Ω. Theredore, Neumann/Robin
boundary conditions on Γ are transform into Neumann/Robin boundary conditions on Ω.
In particular, with a similar proof, Theorem 3.5 stays true if we replace Dirichlet boundary
conditions by Neumann or Robin boundary conditions.
Using the particular form of h, we can translate assumptions 3.4 into assumptions on cur-
vatures κk:
Assumption 3.6. assume that κ1 P L
8 with sup
σPΣ
|σ|}κ1}8 ă 1. Assume moreover that
there is θ ą 0 such that
(1) lim
|y|Ñ8
κ1pyq “ 0;
(2) κ11pyq “ Op|y|
´p1`θqq;
(3) κ2pyqκ1pyq “ Op|y|
´p1`θqq.
We can remark that if κ1 P L
8 and if sup
σPΣ
|σ|}κ1}8 ă 1 then h
´2 is bounded and there
is b ą 0 such that h´2py, σq ě b for all py, σq P Ω. Denoting that
řn
k“2pBσkhq
2py, σq “
κ21, we can remark that these assumptions implies assumptions 3.4. Thus we can write
Theorem 3.5 with assumptions on curvatures:
Theorem 3.7. Let Γ a waveguide as it was defined previously. Suppose that assump-
tions 3.1 and 3.6 are satisfied. Let V a compact potential from H1y to pH
1
yq
˚ of class
C1,1pAu,H
1
y,H
´1
y q. Then spectral results of Theorem 1.1 are true for H “ ∆ ` V with
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Remark that the use of an operator Au at the place of the generator of dilations, usually
used, permits two improvements. In a first time, we can avoid to impose conditions on
pκkqk“3,¨¨¨ ,n and on derivatives of κ2. Moreover, we can remark that if κ1 goes quickly
to 0 at infinity, κ2 is not necesseraly bounded. Moreover, no conditions on derivatives of
order higher or equal to 2 of κ1 are impose, we can take as curvatures κk functions with
high oscillations. The second remark we can do is that, as in [Mar18b], the use of Au
permits to treat a larger class of potential, without assuming for example that the potential
is a regular function or is∆-compact.
3.3. A Limiting Absorption Principle near threshods. In this section, we will use the
version of the Mourre theory called the method of the weakly conjugate operator, to obtain
a Limiting Absorption Principle near thresholds. For more details about this method, we
refer to papers [BdMM97, Ric06, BG10, Mar18a].
Let F : R Ñ R of class C8 with all derivatives bounded. Let A “ AF b 1Σ where AF is
define by
AF “
1
2
ppyF pyq ` F pyqpyq
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with py “ ´iBy. In this case, we have on DpHq XDpAF q:
rH, iAs “ rpyg
´1
11
py, iAs ` rV `W, iAs
“ rpy, iAsg
´1
11
py ` pyrg
´1
11
, iAspy ` pyg
´1
11
rpy, iAs ` rV `W, iAs.
By a commutator computation on the form domain of∆D, we can see that
rpy, iAs “
1
2
ppyrpy, iF pyqs ` rpy, iF pyqspyq
“
1
2
`
pyF
1pyq ` F 1pyqpy
˘
“ pyF
1pyq `
i
2
F 2pyq
“ F 1pyqpy ´
i
2
F 2pyq.
This implies that
rH, iAs “ 2pyF
1pyqg´1
11
py `
i
2
F 2pyqg´1
11
py ´
i
2
pyg
´1
11
F 2pyq
`pyrg
´1
11
, iAspy ` rV `W, iAs
“ 2pyF
1pyqg´1
11
py `
1
2
riF 2pyqg´1
11
, pys ` pyrg
´1
11
, iAspy ` rV `W, iAs
“ 2pyF
1pyqg´1
11
py ´
1
2
F3pyqg´1
11
´
1
2
F 2pyqrpy, ig
´1
11
s
`pyrg
´1
11
, iAspy ` rV `W, iAs.
Using that rGpyq, iAs “ ´F pyqG1pyq for all functions G : R Ñ R and that g11 “ h
2, we
have
rH, iAs “ 2pyF
1pyqh´2py, σqpy ´
1
2
F3pyqh´2py, σq ` F 2pyqByhpy, σqh
´3py, σq
`2pyF pyqByhpy, σqh
´3py, σqpy ´ F pyqBypV `W q
“ 2pyh
´2
`
F 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1
˘
py
´
1
2
F3pyqh´2 ` F 2pyqByhh
´3 ´ F pyqBypV `W q.
To apply the method of the weakly conjugate operator, the commutator has to be non-
negative. Thus, assume the following
Assumption 3.8. Assume that for all py, σq P Ω,
(1) F 1pyq ` F pyqByhpy, σqh
´1py, σq ą 0 is bounded;
(2) py, σq ÞÑ F pyqBypV `W qpy, σq is bounded;
(3) ´ 1
2
F3pyqh´2py, σq`F 2pyqByhpy, σqh
´3py, σq´F pyqBypV `W qpy, σq ě 0 is
bounded.
Under these assumptions, S “ rH, iAs is non-negative and injective. Moreover, exppitAq
leaves invariant G “ DpS1{2q “ H1y (see [ABdMG96, Proposition 4.2.4]). It remains to
prove thatS P C1pAF ,S,S
˚qwhereS is the completion of G for the norm }¨}S “ }S
1{2¨}.
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By a commutator computations, we obtain on DpSq XDpAF q
rS, iAF s “ 4py
`
F 1pyqh´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
py
´2pyF pyqBy
`
h´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
py
´By
`
F 2pyqh´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
`F pyqBy
ˆ
1
2
F3pyqh´2 ´ F 2pyqByhh
´3
˙
`pF pyqByq
2pV `W q. (3.4)
We can remark that if F 1 is bounded, then, the first term of the right hand side is bounded
from S to S˚.
By a simple computation, we have:
F pyqBy
`
h´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
“ ´2F pyqByhh
´1
`
h´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
`F pyqh´2
`
F 2pyq ` F 1pyqByhh
´1 ` F pyqB2yhh
´1 ´ F pyqpByhq
2h´2
˘
.(3.5)
Since F 1 is bounded, we can see that assumptions 3.8 imply that F pyqByhh
´1 is bounded.
In particular, the first term of the right hand side is bounded from above by`
h´2pF 1pyq ` F pyqByhh
´1q
˘
. Thus, to get conditions on the second order commutator, it
suffices to assume the following:
Assumption 3.9. For all py, σq P Ω, let
Gpy, σq “ F 1pyq ` F pyqByhpy, σqh
´1py, σq
and
W1py, σq “ ´
1
2
F3pyqh´2py, σq ` F 2pyqByhpy, σqh
´3py, σq ´ F pyqBypV `W qpy, σq.
Assume that for all py, σq P Ω,
(1) there is C1 ą 0 such thatˇˇ
F pyqpF 2pyq ` F 1pyqByhh
´1 ` F pyqB2yhh
´1 ´ F pyqpByhq
2h´2q
ˇˇ
ď C1Gpy, σq;
(2) there is C2 ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ
ˇ´By `F 2pyqh´2py, σqpF 1pyq ` F pyqByhpy, σqh´1py, σqq˘
`F pyqBy
ˆ
1
2
F3pyqh´2py, σq ´ F 2pyqByhpy, σqh
´3py, σq
˙
`pF pyqByq
2pV `W qpy, σq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď C2W1py, σq.
We can remark that S “ 2pyh
´2Gpy `W1. Thus, to show that rS, iAs is bounded from S
to S˚, it suffices to show that rS, iAs can be bounded from above in the form sense by
Cpyh
´2Gpy ` C
1W1 with C,C
1 ą 0 two constants. As it was said previously, since
F 1 is bounded,the first term of the right hand side of (3.4) can be bounded from above in
the form sense by 4}F 1}L8pyh
´2Gpy . Moreover, using (3.5), we can remark that, under
assumptions 3.9, the function y ÞÑ F pyqBy
`
h´2pyqpF 1pyq ` F pyqByhpyqh
´1pyqq
˘
can be
bounded from above by p2 ` C1qGh
´2. Moreover, by assumptions, the sum of the three
last terms of the right hand side of (3.4) can be bounded from above in the form sense by
C2W1. Thus, we can show that rS, iAs is bounded from S to S
˚ which implies that S is of
class C1pA,S,S˚q. As it was said previously, this regularity of the operator S implies that
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exppitAq leaves invariant the space S. Thus S is a good candidate to use the method of
the weakly conjugate operator. Moreover, since S “ rH, iAs, this regularity implies also
thatH is of class C2pA,S,S˚q. Therefore, we obtain the following:
Theorem 3.10. Assume that V P L1locpR
n,Rq is a potential∆-bounded with bound small
than 1. Let F : R Ñ R of class C8 with all derivatives bounded such that assumptions 3.8
and 3.9 are satisfied. Then, there is c ą 0 such thatˇˇ
pf, pH ´ λ` iηq´1fq
ˇˇ
ď }S´1{2f}2 ` }S´1{2Af}2,
with S “ rH, iAs.
Moreover,H does not have real eigenvalues.
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